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Ahstrua 
The Tektronix 3052 DSP System contains a 26MHz A/D 

converter and 1024 parallel digit,2 bandpass filters. It allows ;I 
1OMHz wide spectrum to be viewed as a function of time 
with a maximum update rate of 1 spectrum per 200~s. This 
paper will illustrate the uses and limits of the device for the 
Fermilab Booster in applications such as tune me;Lsurement 
and coupled bunch mode diagnostics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses the application of the Tektronix 
3052 DSP System on the Fermilab Booster. The system 
provides a solution to many of the problems associated with 
tune and coupled bunch mode instability me;t$urements of the 
Booster. 

The Booster is a medium energy synchrotron accelerator. 
It accelerates a 200MeV proton beam to XGeV where it is 
injected in to the Main Ring. The RF accelerating voltage 
must ramp from a frequency of 30MHz to 53MHz in a cycle 
time of 33ms. The non-linear frequeucy ramp has ;I peak 
slope of 2GHz/s near the beginning of the cycle. 

Because of the fast frequency ramp, many of the standard 
methods for measuring tunes, chromaticities, and instabilities 
cannot be used on the Booster. A spectrum analyzer cannot 
sweep fast enough to see the Booster RF cycle, let alone see a 
change in tune. A digital scope with FI;T capability only has 
enough memory to catch a small time window. It will not 
show a change in the frequency component as a function of 
time in the Booster cycle. 

Before the 3052 was available, the only way to measure 
tunes in the Booster quickly was with a custom system[l]. 
The system is fast, but it is not very flexible once the 
hardware and programming are completed. The 3052 offers a 
fast, more tlexible system to measure tunes and coupled 
bunch modes. 

II. TEK 3052 FUNDAMENTALS 

A. Functionul Block Di~~rgrm~ 

The functional block diagnun of the 3052 is shown in 
Figure 1 [2]. A 1OMHz low pass filter band limits the input 
signal. The signal enters a variable atnplifier mtl ;Ittenuntor 
before being over sampled by :I 26.SMHz A/D converter. 
This digital data is split 1024 waya and enters a digital Illtcr 
hank. The data from the filters is processed mtl relayed to 
the motiitor. 
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Figure 1. Tektronix 3052 Bltwk Diagram 

The data may also be processed by the monoboard 
computer. This computer operates under a UNIX operating 
system, arid it cati store diltil and C programs in its memory. 
Thus, a user can customize the d;ttil processing for each 
particular application of the system by calling an application 
progratn stored on disk. 

B. Spec(ficution.~ 

Table 1 shows some of the import:ult specifications 
associated with the Tek 3052 [3]. 

III. ROOSTER TUNE MEASUREMENTS 

A. Frmt End 

A stripline pickup detrcts the transverse position of the 
Booster beam signal, and the difference sigual is input in to 
the Tek 3052. The detector attenui~tes the first IO MHZ of 
be:un signal because of its frequency response. To increase 
the signal level, the pickup signal is mixed with the RF signal 
from the VW. This allows the 3OS2 to see the lirst 10MHz 
after the first RF harmonic, which has ;I higher pickup 
response. 

The dyn;unic range of the input sigrlal is vei-y Iarge. The 
RF ct~mpone~~t of the be;un sigud is more th;ul AOdB grcntel 
than the hetatron frequency component. An extra 10 MHz 
bandp:~ss filter was ;dcled to the front of the 1052. hecause its 
internal filter does not roll off fast eoough to keep the RF 
componeut from adiasing in to the liquency band. 
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n. l‘/-ig~vr-ing uonveuient fix d:11:1 in storage rings [4] because changes 

Booster beam is iujccted, accelerated, ;md extracted in it 
happc~~ very slowly. Now of these anodes are convenient for 

period ol’ 33ms, and the viclco update rate: ol’ the 3052 is up to 

triggering data acquisition iu the Booster because of the quick 

35Orns. Therefore, the data for ;I Booster cycle must he t;ke11, 

cycle time and mllriplc 1rames. l‘hus. a custom qq-dication 
profrarn 11-isgers the 3052 to L&e ;I block of spectrum 

me;tsurcinents for 33ms at the 

Tddc I ~i~mi~i~wn r;lte of 5 kHz. 
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Bin Width 
Resolution 
Passbanc 

(0 05 dB 
3andwidth 

125kHz 
6 25 kHz 
2.50 kHz 
1 25 kHz 

625 Hz 
250 Hz 
125 Hz 

62.5 Hz 
25 Hz 

12.5 Hz 
6.25 Hz 

2.5 Hz 
1.25 Hz 

Spectral Frame 

Interval Rate 

Spectral 
Frame Rate 

I 
Resolution 
Passband 

200 ps 5 kHr 04 
200 ps 5 kHr 08 
200 ps 5 kHr 20 
200 ps 5 kHz 40 
200 ps 5 kHz 80 

1 ms 1 kHr 4.0 
1 ms 1 kHr 80 
1 ms 1 kHz 16 0 
5 ms 200 Hz 80 
5 ms 200 Hz 16.0 
5 ms 200 Hz 32 0 

25 ms 40 Hz 16.0 
25 ms 40 Hz 32.0 

I 
- c. f’l’oci’.w7~:’ 

Sensitivity 
@l MHz 

(he the block of’ diltil is stored in 
II~~II~O~Y. the data may be processed in , 

dBm dBv dBmV 

-107 
-110 
-114 
-117 
-120 
-124 
-127 
-130 
-134 
-137 
-140 
-144 
-147 

-120 -60 
-123 -63 
-127 -67 
-130 -70 
-133 -73 
-137 -77 
-140 -80 
-143 -83 
-147 -87 
-150 -90 
-153 -93 
-157 -97 
-160 -100 

T 

M‘aximum Dynamic Range without Distortion = S8dB 
Total Dynamic Range with Front End = 183dB 

stored in memory, and displayed at some time after prtaessing 

I A’- 

any format the user desires. A C 
program processes the raw data from 
the tune me;lsurements by shifting the 
!‘requency of each frame. The program 
uses ;I set l’unction to determine the 
trcquency shift as a function of time in 
the Booster cycle. An example of 
vertical tulle measurement ZUld 

processing is shown in Figure 3. 

IV. COUPLED BUNCH MODE 
MEASUREMENTS 

Another application of the Tek 
3052 is the measurement of the 
amplitude and growth rate of coupled 
bunch modes. The 3052 spectro- 
gmm/spectrum analyzer mode measures 

is complete. A trigger is required to synchronize the start of 
data acquisition with the start of the Booster cycle. 

the coupled hunch modes in the Booster using the same 
triggering scheme developed for tune measurements. In this 

The 3052 ha three triggering modes for data acquisition: 
st,art/stop, single, and continuous. The continuous mode is 

display mode, the spectrum analyzer plot represents one fmme 
of the spectrogram, and the frame displayed is set by the 
spectrogram marker. By adjusting the time coordinate of the 

Figure 3. Processed vertical tune measurement in spectrogr;un clisplily mode. 
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spectrogram marker, the change in coupled hunch mode 
amplitude can he seen on the spectrum xxilyzer plot. 

A more convenient way to view the growth of the 
coupled hunch mode is to look at a colleclion of spectrum 
analyzer plots. The 3052 has a waterfall display mode 
illustrated in Figure 4 which gives a three dimensional plot of 
time, amplitude, and frequency. This format gives :I better 
indication of the growth rate of the coupled bunch mode. 

LJnfortunately, because of the 1OMHz bdwidth limit of 
the 30.52, less than half of the possible modes <are displayed. 
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Figure 4. Water&d1 display of transvel-se coupled huncll modes 
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